
   

Tideflex® Check Valves  
are Superior to Flapgates 

Flapgate Valves 
 
1. Flapgate valves usually require a headwall or flange fo

installation.  
- Expensive construction costs.  
- Concrete must be delivered to remote locations. 

2. Flapgate Valves require a gasket between the valve an
headwall. 
3. Flapgates require their flange to be shimmed away fro

headwall, and then grouted. 
4. Flapgates must be bolted to the headwall.  

- Concrete must be drilled to set bolts which, weak
structure.  

- Power must be supplied to remote job sites to ope
5. Flapgates require the headwall to be perfectly level an
6. Flapgates are significantly heavier than a Tideflex of t
7. Flapgates are difficult to install underwater, even if on
 
 

Tideflex® Valves 
 
1. Tideflex® valves can be mounted to a variety of piping 
     configurations. 

- Flat Headwall  - Steel, Ductile Iron, an
- Curved Headwall                PVC Pipes 
- Spiral Wound Pipe  - Concrete Pipe 
- Corrugated Pipe  - Clay Pipe 
 - Square Culverts 
 

2. Tideflex® valves only require additional gaskets on spir
     pipe. 
3. Tideflex® Series 35's require no additional gaskets or s
3. Tideflex® Series 35's can be supplied with an oversized
     flange. 
4. Tideflex® TF-2's can normally be installed with simple 
5. Tideflex® valves can be installed at any angle, includin
6. Tideflex® valves can be installed by a single person up 
7. Tideflex® TF-2's use band clamps that make all installa
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Installation Considerations
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Flapgate Valves 

Operational Considerations 

 
 

 
1. Hinge pins are subject to corrosion 
2. Hinge pins are subject to catastrophic failure. 
3. Flap is subject to freezing or binding open, allowing backflow. 
4. Flap is subject to freezing or binding closed, surcharging pipes.  
5. High cracking pressure is required to open, allowing water    
    buildup. 
6. Entrapped solids will hold flap open, allowing backflow. 
7. Loud slamming and banging noises. 
8. Can be propped open to stop noise, or to illegally enter pipe. 
9. Metal surfaces subject to abrasion 
10. Vibration from banging can damage piping & structure. 
11. Can't open if partially buried. 
 

 
Tideflex® Valves 
 
1. All rubber construction can't rust or corrode. 
2. Can't freeze open. 
3. Cant' freeze shut. 
4. 30-50 year service life, depending upon application. 
5. Self-draining feature prevents collection of stagnant water. 
6. Seals around entrapped solids. 
7. Elastomers are supplied to be compatible with application. 
8. Virtually impossible for insects, rodents or people to enter pipe. 
9. Light weight puts less strain on piping. 
10. Able to drain when partially buried. 
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Maintenance Considerations 

 
Flapgate Valves 
 
1. Flapgates can have up to 20 parts. 
2. Flapgates corrode. Hinge pins, bushings, and bolts require 

frequent maintenance or replacement. 
3. Wooden flapgates warp, bend, and deteriorate over time. 
4. Frames often need to be re-machined to restore mating surfaces. 
5. Resilient seats in flapgates become dislodged, allowing backflow. 
6. Flapgates require routine grease packing. 
7. Flapgates require frequent dredging of sand, silt, and mud to 

allow clearance for the flap to open. 
8. Cleaning upstream pipe is often needed to remove solids buildup. 
 

 
Tideflex® Valves 
 
1. Tideflex consists only of a sleeve, plus clamp or flange bolts. 
2. Tideflex requires only occasional inspection for  
    entrapped debris. 
3. All-rubber construction has a service life or 30-50 years. 
4. Tideflex is self-draining, eliminating upstream buildup. 
5. Tideflex is self-cleaning, allowing operation in  
    sandy environments. 
6. Tideflex can seal around entrapped solids,  
    preventing backflow. 
7. Outer wrapping designed to resist ozone attack for long life. 
8. Flexible construction resists damage from impacts of logs, etc. 
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